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          Pokemon   Go   has   blasted   off   to   the   top   most   downloaded   aww   on   the 
appstore,but   although   it   is   incredibly   fun   to   play   it   can   cause   serious   harm   to 
players.According   to   documents   A,B,   and   D   it   proves   that   Pokemon   Go   can   put 
players   into   risks   that   may   cause   them   to   get   injured   or   seriously   hurt,   the 
information   that   Pokemon   Go   needs   to   allow   you   to   play   can   get   you   into   serious 
problems   if   it   gets   into   the   wrong   hands,and   players   are   not   respecting   where   they 
play   Pokemon   Go   in. 
         First,   Pokemon   Go   players   should   stop   playing   Pokemon   Go   because   it   can   lead 
the   into   lots   of   danger.   In   order   to   catch   pokemon   you   have   to   walk   around   the 
real   world.   According   to   documents   A   and   D   it   shows   that   it   can   lead   players   into 
danger.   Evidence   for   this   can   be   found   on   document   A   where   it   states   “   Players 
could   discover   Pokemon   in   remote   places,   like   a   forested   area   of   town.”   This 
proves   that   while   players   are   off   catching   pokemon   they   can   get   lost   and   end   up 
in   a   deserted   part   of   town.   Another   piece   of   textual   evidence   that   proves   Pokemon 
Go   can   put   players   into   danger   is   found   in   document   D   where   it   states   “News 
reports   say   that   users   have   tripped,fallen   into   a   lake,crashed   a   car,   and   sustained 
other   injuries   while   playing.”   This   is   crazy   because   people   could   have   died   if   they 
fell   into   a   lake   or   crashed   a   car.All   for   what?   Just   for   a   video   game?   If   you   ask   me   I 
am   not   risking   my   life   just   for   a   video   game. 
         Next,   players   should   stop   playing   Pokemon   Go   because   the   information   Niantic 
needs   to   allow   you   to   play   Pokemon   Go      can   be   very   serious      if   it   is   in   the   wrong 
hands.   Evidence   for   this   is   found   in   document   B   where   it   states   “Pokemon   Go 
uses   your   phone's   location,   your   IP   address,   and   the   webpage   you   mostly 
recently   visited   before   playing,   all   connected   with   your   real   name   and   account 
information.”   Now   this   terrifies   me   because   if   a   robber   gets   this   information   he   will 
know   your   real   name,   where   you   are   at   all   times,   and   your   IP   address. 
         Last,   people   should   stop   playing   Pokemon   Go   because   players   are   not 
respecting   where   they   play.   You   can   play   Pokemon   Go   anywhere   in   the   world   as 
long   as   you   have   internet   connection,   because   of   this   people   are   playing 
Pokemon   Go   in   places   they      shouldn't   be   playing.   Evidence   for   this   can   be   found 
in   document   D   where   it   states   “Players   are   failing   to   respect   their   surroundings.” 
This   means   players   are   not   respecting   where   they   play.   Another   piece   of   textual 
evidence   for   this   can   be   found   in   document   D   where   it   states   “   Out   of   respect   for 
all   those   interred   at   Arlington   National   Cemetery,we   required   the   highest   level   of 
deorum   from   our   guest   and   visitors.Playing   games   such   as   Pokemon   Go   on   these 
hallowed   grounds      would   not   be   deemed   appropriate.”   Players   were   playing 
Pokemon   in   places   like   cemeteries   instead   of   paying   their   respects.   They   were 



looking   for   pokemon   walking   around   on   dead   people   while   people   are   actually 
there   to   visit   a   loved   one. 
         Some   people   might   argue   that   Pokemon   Go   helps   you   stay   active   and   exercise 
therefore   we   should   keep   playing   it.   But   there   are   many   other   ways   to   stay   active 
and   exercise   without   the   risks   of   getting   hurt,having   your   private   information   off 
by   someone   random,   and   respecting   your   surroundings.   This   is   why   we   should 
stop   playing   Pokemon   Go. 
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